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upon returning to the extraction point, fisher realizes that the next target is in
san francisco. he reveals the target is the at&t network and it is a potential

threat to the general public. he and briggs discuss that the americans'
resources are spread too thin to prepare for it. sam decides to go alone. first he

gathers intel from the engineer's hideout and learns that there is a listening
device in the united states capitol. he believes the next target is in the capitol

building itself. he heads there and finds a meeting of a secret government
committee on the same day that the blacklist attacks in san francisco. fisher

follows sam and is captured by the committee. sam confronts the leader of the
committee who is revealed to be jadid. he reveals the mission and jadid

changes his plan to a plan where he takes over the u.s. capitol and cuts the
internet in the country. when the duo reaches the extraction point, it is

revealed that fisher has actually been captured by blacklist zero. he, sam, and
briggs decide to go to the cia headquarters in langley. there, the three of them
infiltrate and sam spots the listening device jadid was talking about. as jadid is

about to discover it, he and fisher take the fight to the u.s. capitol building.
eventually they get to a room where jadid and dale are having a conversation.
there, jadid explains that his plans to take over the country were based on a

fear of the u. becoming a dictatorship. if the americans came to power, he fears
that the country would be taken down by a less legitimate government. he then

reveals that he was sent to the cia by saddam hussein to gain their trust and
stay quiet about his plans. jadid takes over the u. capitol and cuts the

connection with all the other continents.
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the attack will be coming from washington, d.c.. after realizing what was going
on fourth echelon rushes there. as the engineer's plan is revealed, they begin a
countdown and force fourth echelon to find the engineer's headquarters before

he can execute his plan. it is revealed that the engineer is jack joyce, who
along with his daughters anna and sarah, are the main planners of the blacklist.

the team gets into the engineer's hideout, a secret underground facility and
find that the girls are being held hostage. jack attempts to kill the team but
fisher stops him. fisher then neutralizes the two girls and takes them to a

safehouse. when anna calls the engineer to let him know the team has arrived,
he can hear their conversation and takes off. the engineer has been
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compromised and the blacklist is up and running. what's more, the engineer's
daughter sarah has taken over the blacklist mainframe and uses it to broadcast
a series of coded messages through the airwaves to the public. fisher is then in

the midst of a training mission with cia agent charlie cole and rachel kolko,
when the first message is broadcasted on the radio. the rest of the team rushes
to the engineer's hideout and finds the situation is out of control. the blacklist
team regroups at the safehouse and the team debates on who should be the
leader. when the team splits up to search for the engineer, fisher finds anna

and goes after her. anna informs fisher that sarah has hacked into the
mainframe and can shut it down at any time. sarah attacks the team and kills
anna. sarah manages to disable the mainframe and takes it. fisher then goes
after her and manages to subdue sarah and tosses her off the second story of
the safehouse. fisher then goes after the engineer, who attempts to flee but is

shot in the leg. fisher captures the engineer, puts him in a cell, and quickly
figures out his plan and how to foil it. 5ec8ef588b
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